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Aura and Religion


I have written about Walter Benjamin before, focusing primarily on his writing 
techniques, in an effort to understand him, his influences, and the reasons behind 
him becoming such an authoritative writer. Today however, we will delve into his 
most consequential theory. Aura. Extremely, unforgivingly simplistically, “aura” is the 
giving of divine significance to an object, by the society that it is held within. We will 
look at how the nature of aura has adapted in recent years, and where it manifests 
itself in todays society. This infant, almost premature exploration will give us an 
understanding of the theories foundations, allowing us to further explore aura in 
later articles.

I think we should start by asking the question - is aura achievable through 
technological, digital, means? Of course it cannot be replicated through a 
technological representation, any more than it can be through mechanical 
reproduction. But can digital art gain aura? I believe it can. If one puts a photograph 
of the Mona Lisa online, her surrounding aura is not conveyed. But in the case of 
an artwork that was always meant to be painted on a digital canvas - such as a 
short artistic film - it absolutely could. 

A digital film in a gallery, seen as a large screen or projection, could, if ones 
unconscious mind deemed worthy, have a surrounding aura. That emanating cloud, 
would be stimulated by, and in relation to, the moving image. Not the wires, the wall 
mount, nor the screws holding it in place. The aura wholly emanates from the 
imagery itself. This said moving image is not just replicable, but absolutely, utterly 
repeatably created. Unlike taking a photograph of a painting, thus introducing 
foreign mediums, two productions of our moving image could be entirely the same. 
Down to the last power cable, or wall mount. Imagine a fraudulent painter, copying 
a Picasso. He uses the same pigments, the same brushes, replicates the studio 
surrounding, every brushstroke is the same. The only element missing - the artist. 
The knowledgeable lack of the artists intervention, would suck aura from around 
that image. That takes us back to our digital film. It has been reproduced perfectly. 
But crucially, by the same hand. Regardless of who put the exhibition together, the 
original artists intervention is just as tangible as before. Because it is prevalent in 
the imagery itself. Thus transferring every ounce of aura that the original had. So 
yes, in my mind, aura can be embodied by digital works, and potentially it may even 
be transferable in a way we have never seen before.

Despite this we do not often place aura around things we see on our phones, for 
example. Having deduced that digital technology can hold aura, we must deduce 
that it is in fact our fault that we so rarely - if ever - award aura to a purely digital 
artwork. The various ways in which we currently employ screens, do not encourage 
aura. There are two reasons for this. 
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Firstly, we do not look at any particular screen for long enough. The option of 
moving on, discovering new visual information, seeing something we haven’t seen 
before, is unduly appealing. Far too lucrative to sit and indulge in an image on a 
screen for any period of time. 

Secondly, we do not yet use digital screens in an aura enhancing way. If an artwork 
is made entirely, and absolutely solely, to be displayed on a phone, then its 
“originalness” is unhindered. There is no bias representation, nor foreign 
intervention, the art is being shown as it was always meant to be, as well as 
maintaining the artists handiwork. Aura could be awarded. But we vary infrequently 
do this. Instead we use the digital screen to represent an artwork that was not 
meant, at least not primarily, for the medium representing it. It is for this reason that 
we seldom place the mist of aura around digital art.

Where can the influence of aura be seen today then? The purest example I find 
myself transfixed by, is the aura that forms the basis of all religion. I also find it 
gratifying, that despite all the astounding changes of the 21st century, the clearest 
manifestation of aura is found in an institution older than all of them put together. 

All religions, bar none, have objects, symbols, and places that are of sublime 
significance to their society. Hence, those said societies have become of great 
significance to me. The Cross around Christian necks; the Hajj pilgrimage made 
annually by people of Islam; the Torah adhered to by the Jewish faith. Not only do 
religious objects embody aura, they entirely depend on them. Without this 
underlying idolisation of objects, religion would not continue to influence the ways in 
which people chose to live their lives. Looking at the simplistic, purified relationship 
between aura and religion, we can see all of auras core values, characteristics, and 
powers. I find it enchanting, that despite the many complexities of aura, its most 
simple manifestation has begot several of the most historically influential institutions 
ever seen.

Despite the clarity of aura in relation to religion, their are curios oddities to be found. 
Let’s study tone oddity in relation to christianity first. The cross is sacred to those of 
christian faith, it is also a symbol that has been replicated thousands of times. And 
yet the symbol still holds aura despite being so numerous, how can that be? Early 
on in “Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” Walter Benjamin writes:-

“In making many copies of the reproduction, it substitutes for its unique incidence a 
multiplicity of instances. And in allowing the reproduction to come closer to 

whatever situation the person apprehending it is in, it actualizes what is 
reproduced.”

To actualise is to make a reality of. The more we actualise an object, the less 
sublime influence it maintains. As actualisation increases, it takes from, and 
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decreases aura. Hence, we must say that “making many copies” (and therefore 
actualising) eradicates aura.

Why then is such a plentiful symbol - the cross - so prevalent and adhered to by the 
society it is held within? It is when I asked this question, I realised I had made an 
error. I was wrong to state previously that making many copies eradicates aura. The 
truth is that making many copies dilutes aura. A very subtle, but imperative 
difference. When the habitat is right, reproduction dilutes rather than diminishes. 
Yes, the cross on a chain around necks does have significance, but it is not given 
as much significance as St. Pauls Cathedral, or Santiago de Compostela, by the 
compatible society. Similarly, in Hinduism, many people of the faith have home 
shrines - which are given great significance - where Bhakti is practised. However 
the the four holy sites Puri, Rameswaram, Dwarka, and Badrinath (composing the 
Char Dham pilgrimage circuit) hold even greater significance. Their aura, and 
thereby religious worth, is undiluted. In some cases religion cannot be diluted and 
equally distributed, but in the right conditions, such as religion, it can be.

I enjoy writing about aura, because of its human characteristics. It can be 
enigmatic, or mercurial. And yet it can equally be incredibly pure and unequivocal. 
As we further explore aura and it various strains, we will refer back to religion 
frequently. Whilst religion illustrates the simplicities of aura, it can also parse its 
intricacies. That is why I call religion the most unequivocal epicentre of aura today. 
And it it by comparison to aura in religion, that almost all surrounded, emitting 
objects may be understood.
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